














FRATELLI TARANTOLA SRL 

 

HISTORY:  

The Company FRATELLI TARANTOLA S.r.l . is a construction company operating in the 
construction sector; it works both for others and for their own tasks, entrusting professionals outside 
of design. 

 

The company's origins date back to the early 900's , when the "Master Chief " CARLO 
TARANTOLA , born in  Rosate in 1887, founded the same-named company  in 1930 and began 
working in the construction industry. 

 

The craft characteristics of the company stood out , however, already in 1922 , thanks to the talents 
of the founder, who  is mentioned in the book "The Churches of Milan", published by the Graphic 
Arts Milanese in 1930 , for its fine marble facings made on the facade of the Church of Santa 
Maria del Suffragio in Milan  in Corso XXII Marzo. 

 

In the mid- '50s, after the sudden death of Carlo Tarantola occurred January 5, 1955 , the business 
passed into the hands of his  four sons who founded the first company "CARLO TARANTOLA 
dei  fratelli Tarantola "  and later with the release in  the construction sector of the older brother 
Oreste in 1959, Aristide, Vincenzo and Attilio  founded the “FRATELLI TARANTOLA snc”. 

After thirty years of activity the " FRATELLI TARANTOLA Snc" changes its name and becomes 
exactly on February 28, 1996 the current "FRATELLI TARANTOLA S.r.l ".  Along with the 
name change , symbolically is also the entrance of the " Third Generation Tarantola ", with the 
children of Aristides, Vincenzo and Attilio , who has on his side a greater number of people and the 
same passion for the work of their fathers and of grandfather  Carlo . Because of this team spirit that 
soon, this new organic succeed in a short time to cover all those skills that the new world of the 
construction industry requires.  

 

Today more than ever , at the beginning of the Third Millennium , the FRATELLI TARANTOLA   
is able to satisfy all customers' requirements in terms of professionalism , service and safety , 
keeping up with what the  market demands, but always maintaining the standard of living that only 
a “ family “ company can provide. 

 

WORKS: 

The company FRATELLI TARANTOLA,  favoring a  policy of self-financing and investment 
earnings , supported  its growth mainly by its own, evolving quantitatively and qualitatively. 

It operates both in the PUBLIC and PRIVATE market, using  an appropriate technical and 
commercial support. 



The company realizes construction projects commissioned by public and private entities of primary 
importance in the hinterland of Milan , operating in the residential, industrial, rural, as well in the 
school building and church. 

Much importance is also given to the  RECOVERY OF ARTISTIC AND CULTURAL WORKS  
and to the precise indications of the superintendent for the Environmental and Archaeological with 
which the FRATELLI TARANTOLA has always worked to improve and renew the cultural 
heritage of the area.  Over the years we can count lots of renovations, restoration and preservation 
of historic buildings such as the seventeenth-century Public Building in Settimo Milanese and 
Palazzo Calderari (www.palazzocalderari.it) located in Turano Lodigiano, the ancient church of 
S. John the Baptist in Cesano Boscone, the Palace courtyard on Via San Carlo in Abbiategrasso, 
the Residential complex La Corte in San Martino Siccomario (www.lacortedisanmartino.it) and 
numerous halls of the Museum of Science and Technology in Milan. 

In the 80s and 90s the company has made several constructions in the RESIDENTIAL sector ,  
mostly consisting of villas and apartments. 

There are also numerous primary infrastructure works in the HANDCRAFT/ INDUSTRY 
SECTOR, among them the creation of the Italian branch of the multinational Jungheinrich. 

The Company guarantees to each order a proper business organization, ensuring delivery in the 
manner and within the agreed time, always evaluating the optimum cost / benefit and always paying 
full attention to the satisfaction of customer expectations regarding the quality of goods supplied 
and services provided. 

 

TEAM :  

The FRATELLI TARANTOLA  is equipped with a dynamic team and  formed by personnel with 
extensive experience and highly qualified  that operates according to well-defined processes, 
coordinated and able to meet the needs of the customer. 

The management encourages the initiative of employees and stimulates decision-making abilities, 
favoring always the long-term strategies. The regular participation of technical, administrative and 
employee training allows the company to keep up with the times in a constant evolution industry, 
the construction industry. 

The professionalism, experience, knowledge of the regulations that govern our industry and their 
application, with particular attention to those that govern the prevention of accidents at work. Our 
membership of Assimpredil for over 50 years, with the coaching staff consists of qualified 
personnel such as engineers, architects, surveyors , decorators and experts, as well as the use of 
products and technologies provide customers in meeting their demands. 

The company has as its goal the formation of a product and a service which is technically and 
commercially appropriate, maintaining  the Customer as the center point of operations, it considers 
essential to maintain and improve the internal culture in all business functions by applying the 
concepts of quality management (see attached certificate quality ) . 



The FRATELLI TARANTOLA , being still a family business, is structured according to not rigid 
functional organization, in which the employees and collaborators, although at different levels and 
with clear responsibilities assigned, are involved in the management of all business functions. 

The Company also maintains transparent  professional relationships with Suppliers and Banks and 
Collaborators direct or indirect, with the other Companies in the sector and with all the Users of its 
construction works and correlated services. 

 

STRUCTURES:  

The FRATELLI TARANTOLA has always  an office in ROSATE and after the historic home on 
Via  Daccò 29 and the brief in Abbiategrasso, since 1968 is located in Via Enrico Fermi 16, where 
there are comfortable offices arranged on a surface of about 260 meters square and in which are 
held commercial activities, administrative and technical.  

The company has its own warehouse for the storage of machinery and tools of about 450 square 
meters adjacent to the seat and an additional deposit of approximately 3000 square meters in total. It 
also has equipped trucks to transport materials and workers and a consistent supply of vehicles / 
equipment such as excavators, mini excavators, telescopic handlers and not, tower cranes, concrete 
mixers, various tools, scaffolding, sheds for yard ... 

 

Informations : 

Fratelli Tarantola srl – Via Fermi 16 – 20088 Rosate (MI) 

Phone number: +39 02 908 48 839 

mail: info@fratellitarantola.it 

website : www.fratellitarantola.it 

Video of realized works: 
www.fratellitarantola.it/job_history.aspx?id_Sezione=STORIA&Video=swfVideo1 

Correlated websites: www.palazzocalderari.it 

Attachments:  

*  Soa certificate 

*  Quality certificate UNI EN ISO 9001 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Photo Gallery 

 

Palazzo Calderari – Turano Lodigiano (LO) 

 

 

                                                               Headquarters Italia – Jungheinrich – Rosate (MI) 

 

School complex – Marcignago (PV) 

 



Residence “La Corte di San Martino” – San Martino Siccomario (PV) 

 

 

Industrial shed – Vellezzo Bellini (PV) 

 

 

Farmhouse Galizia – Cuggiono (MI) 
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